CASA LAEL + LA CASITA
LAS CATALINAS, COSTA RICA
BRIEF AND CONCEPT

EAST STREET ENTRANCE - DIGITAL CONCEPT COLLAGE
Casa Lael + La Casita project is a 3 story residential
design project totaling a maximum build area of
400m2 and is situated on a 600m2 terraced lot
inclined at 30 degree pacific seaside sloping hillside
in El Prado, Las Catalinas, Costa Rica. The project is
being developed as a vacation home for the Client
who is anticipating the growth of her family in the
next couple years to become three with many
visitors already planning to visit from the extended
family including nephews
under 10 years old,
parents, siblings and inlaws. The larger main home
is intended for the client
and her family to use 3-6
months of the year. There
is also a casita intended for the manager of the houses (and her son
who is 10 years old). The property will also function as a vacation
rental from time to time. The two houses will adjoin on the main level
by a bridge to provide entrance from Casa Lael to the covered
outdoor roof top of the casita. The main feature of the two houses are
their stunning ocean vistas that are to the South West and visible from
the main entry and top level floors.

Afro/Moroccan influences are fused with Mediterranean
design which the later comprises much of the main
design trend in the the town at large.
The overall house has a light and playful feel and look. A
house of God. A welcoming space for young and old.
Comfortable and not overly ornate or busy, but rather
simple and beautiful by incorporating locally made
artisan furniture and finishes. The project is in harmony
with the dry forest natural landscape thoughtful
regenerative and native edible and analog agroforestry
is incorporated where possible.
The buildings are constructed of concrete and have lime
based stucco exterior walls painted white. The doors
and window frames are stained wood or color to
highlight the essence of its nature. Iridescent and
feminine with curves lines and bright flowering trees
contrasting against the white stucco.

The main house is between 222 - 260m2
and features two bedrooms suites on the
top level that open to two large covered
terraces. Including the master bedroom
which contains a king bed and the master
bath has unique sliding barn doors and
stunning shower that receives the most
use, a bathtub for occasional use, his and
her sinks, walk-in closet, meditation area/
solarium/future baby
bed nook.

The second room has a
queen bed and a built in
study desk, the bathroom
features bathtub, shower,
single sink and large
closet.

The entrance level floor has a large covered outdoor area including small pool and outdoor
covered dining area.

The kitchen is open concept with bar seating, laundry room with sink, den, half bathroom,
foyer, stairs up and down, plus 1 car garage make up the rest of the main level.

The lower level contains a small gym one bedroom plus bathroom and kitchenette.

La Casita has 119 - 144m2 of floor area 2 bedroom building located to the South of Casa Lael.
The main level contains a kitchen, living room, study nook, half bath, dining area and large
terraces on 2 sides. The lower level contains 2 bedroom suites with full bathrooms, a small play
den for the youth and a walk out secret garden and yoga space that connect to Casa Lael
under the bridge between the two houses. The top level of La Casita is a covered outdoor

space ideal for relaxing, meditating, swinging in a swing chair, reading, listening to music and
watching the sunset or spotting whales. This area can be accessed by two diﬀerent ways either
by walking across at the bridge and then going up the stairs or by walking up the stairs from
the street access. The bridge is located close to the East side of the home and on the other
side of the bridge on the West there is a space between the two houses where there is a
hammock that connects the two buildings and below a great space for doing yoga.
Over 1/3 rd of of the total floor area is uncovered and covered outdoor space, the covered
areas sport fans so that the much time can be spent outside breathing in the tropical sea side
air.
In between the two homes is a secret garden but I can’t say anymore about it at this time
because it’s a secret.

